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Abstract 
 

In cellular systems, with respect to energy efficiency and spectral efficiency, 

significant performance enhancements are promised using Virtual multiple-

input multiple-output (V-MIMO) technology. According to minimum mean 

square error-ordered successive interference cancellation (MMSE-OSIC) 

equalization, joint clustering of resources and users are investigated in 

existing techniques for multi-cell single carrier-frequency division multiple 

access (SC-FDMA) uplink systems. The combinational optimization problem 

is converted into clustering optimization problem for reducing computational 

complexity. The K-means clustering is a simple as well as widely used 

clustering algorithm. Problem solving complexity can be reducing by 

considering this K-means algorithm. But, there are some issues related to 

time complexity and in effective resource allocation. A Modified Greedy 

Algorithm (MGA) is proposed in this work for rectifying above mentioned 

issues. With total sum rate capacity maximization, approximate rate 

proportionality is achieved using this proposed algorithm. With less 

computational complexity, higher total capacities are ensured by proposed 

MGA with VMIMO system, especially with high users count. Better 

performance is provided by proposed system when compared with existing 

techniques as shown in results. 

 

Keywords: Modified Greedy Algorithm (MGA), Multi user, Virtual 

multiple-input multiple-output (V-MIMO), Uplink Transmission, (SC-

FDMA) uplink systems. 
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1 Introduction  
 

Multiple users are arranged by introducing VMIMO also termed as 

multi-user MIMO. There is single transmitting antenna in every user for 

transmitting data on same time-frequency resource. Additional multi-user 

diversity gain can be obtained using VMIMO when compared with 

conventional MIMO systems via well-designed user grouping strategies 

usage in uplink systems Y. Zhou et al., Ruder et al., Chang et al.,  Iqbal et al. 

[1-4]. 

With implementation complexity and low peak to-average power ratio 

(PAPR), comparable performance can be achieved using SC-FDMA with 

OFDMA in addition. In cellular systems, for high data rate uplink 

communications, a reasonable architecture is provided by VMIMO-SC-

FDMA Yaacoub and Dawy , Ruder et al., Kim, Keunyoung, et al [5-7]. 

When compared with orthogonal frequency division multiple access 

(OFDMA) scheme, low peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) performance is 

shown by SCFDMA. In 3GPP LTE system, for for uplink transmission, this 

unique feature is adopted. In ITU-R, for IMT-advanced standards, 3GPP 

LTE is evolved as a major radio interface technologies. 

It is subject to subcarrier adjacency constraint, which needs subcarriers 

to be assigned to a same user must be adjacent to each other. In fact for SC-

FDMA, much effort is made for frequency-domain scheduling problem          

Liu et al. [8]. 

Meanwhile, studied the user pairing in uplink of virtual MIMO (V-

MIMO) in spatial domain, which is constructed by multiple antennas. 

Identification of users pair which can be accommodated in a better way with 

same physical resource, without considering frequency-domain scheduling 

problem is focused in this research area Han et al.[9].  

In general, user pairing and frequency-domain scheduling of SC-FDMA 

are considered jointly. In specific, specific user pair and respective channel 

condition defines a maximum achievable data rate in virtual MIMO at 

specified frequency domain.  In spatial and frequency domains, for joint 

scheduling, it requires a two-dimensional algorithm, as implied by it. 

A subcarrier allocation algorithm described in is used in this system and 

using GPA algorithm for optimum allocation of transmit power, power 

allocation is simplified. A higher total sum-rate capacity is achieved b this 

algorithm in simulation than conventional techniques and while achieving 

acceptable rate proportionality, same computational complexity is satisfied 

by this Wu et al., Adian Mehdi Ghamari, and Mahin Ghamari Adyan, 

[10][11]. 

A new effective K-means type algorithm termed as iterative K-groups 

clustering algorithm (IKG_OSIC) is developed in exiting system for solving 

optimization problem. Joint resource allocation problem’s computation 

complexity is reduced largely by using MMSE-OSIC results in IKG_OSIC 

algorithm. 

For PF scheduling, a Modified Greedy Algorithm (MGA) heuristic 

algorithm is provided in this system with two-dimensional optimization  
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technique. Unmanageable complexity associated with joint scheduling 

problem under consideration are avoided using this technique. Its 

performances reaches its upper bound.  

 

2 Related Work 
 

In a virtual multiple-input multiple-output (V-MIMO) system, over inter 

symbol interference (ISI) channels, for single-carrier frequency-division 

multiple access (SC-FDMA) transmission, frequency allocation and user 

pairing strategies are provided by Ruder et al in [12]. N number of users with 

single antenna per user, one pair or group of user transmits their data in same 

band of frequency to base station (BS), which is equipped with multiple 

antennas. At BS, applied the multiuser equalization. 

For FDMA, generalization for Nu > 2 users, termed as user grouping, is 

given. A low complexity solution is introduced for pairing/grouping and 

frequency allocation’s joint optimization and for uplink of Long Term 

Evolution (LTE), evaluated using the simulation. Evaluated the resulting V-

MIMO channel’s bit error rate (BER) and capacity after equalization. 

Triantafyllopoulou et al., Karimi et al., Blum et al. [13-15].  

When compared with random frequency allocation and user pairing, 

better performance is produced by this algorithm as shown in simulation 

results and significantly better performance is yielded using BER as an 

optimization criterion. 

Massive multipaths, which exist naturally in rich-scattering environment 

can be harvested using time-reversal approach having sufficient bandwidth as 

shown by Shukla et al [16] for forming huge amount of virtual antennas for 

achieving required massive MIMO effect using single antenna. With MMSE 

waveform, time-reversal system’s expected achievable rate is analyzed using 

this Kalra et al., [17]. 

Under a massive multipath setting, further derived the respective 

asymptotic achievable rate. With respect to expected achievable rate, even 

with a single antenna, comparable performance can be achieved using time-

reversal wideband system as like massive MIMO system as shown is 

experimentation results based on real channel measurements. 

In downlink OFDMA network, four resource allocation schemes are 

developed. These schemes energy efficiency is analyzed. In specific, in 

multiple input-multiple output (MIMO) system, advanced multi-antenna 

technology is employed by this. Transmit spatial diversity (TSD) forms base 

for the first scheme, where transmission is done be selecting a vector channel 

with high gain between specific antenna at remote terminal (RT) and base 

station (BTS) . 

On MIMO system, spatial multiplexing is employed by second scheme 

for enhancing throughput. With pair wise “nearly orthogonal” spatial 

signatures, single subcarrier are assigned to RTs simultaneously by 
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space-division multiple-access (SDMA) scheme. 

According to zero-forcing (ZF) criterion, transmit beamformers are 

designed in fourth scheme for removing multi-user interference (MUI) 

completely. Between power consumption and throughput, tradeoff is 

analyzed by it and with respect to energy efficiency, these schemes 

performance are compared. 

For underlay MIMO cooperative cognitive radio networks, an adaptive 

transmission strategy is used with the presence of PUs, intolerable 

interference is introduced on Pus by direction transmission of SUs as 

assumed. So, introduced cooperation of one of existing SUs as a remedy and 

for maintaining SUs performance quality. This minimizes imposed 

interference on Pus and in desired SU link, data rates are maximized.  

After that presented the relay selection and power allocation joint 

problem’s optimum solution in cooperating SU and SU TX. Further used a 

suboptimal approach with less complexity because of optimal approaches 

high complexity. But, it degrades the system performance as proven in 

simulations. At last, for examining MIMO cooperative cognitive radio 

network performance, provided an outage probability analysis. 

In F parallel flow shops (lines), job scheduling is done using an greedy 

algorithm by Ribas et al [18]. Without storage capacity between machines, 

every shop has series of m machines. If a has finished its operation and next 

machine is not available, machines blockage is provoke by this constraint. 

All jobs tardiness sum minimization is considered as a criterion for 

scheduling jobs, i.e., jobs total tardiness minimization. 

At first, for providing an effective solution, various constructive 

procedures are implemented with respect to CPU time and quality. With an 

iterated greedy algorithm, the initial solution is enhanced later which 

includes a variable neighbourhood search to reassign or interchange from 

critical lines to other lines. For selecting critical line, tested two strategies in 

the next stage. One strategy has job’s high total tardiness and another has low 

value.  

Critical line selection and initial solution’s best combination are selected 

in experimental design. 

 

3 Proposed Methodology 
 

In this work, Modified Greedy Algorithm (MGA) is used for 

implementing an uplink system called Virtual multiple-input multiple-output 

single carrier-frequency division multiple access (VMIMO-SC-FDMA). 

 
3.1 System Model 

 

A multi-cell uplink virtual MIMO system having LNuusers, everyone 

with single antenna, a centralized controller, L coordinated BSs, everyone 

with Nr receiving antennas is considered in this work 
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and Figure 1 illustrates it. 

The channel gain from j-th cell’s u-th user to BS’s f-th antenna in l-th 

cell and it has small scale fading factor, and it is identically distributed with 

zero mean, independent, circularly-symmetric complex Gaussian CN (0, 1) 

random variable, geometric attenuation is modelled using a large scale fading 

coefficient represented as βf,l,u,jand over a coherence time, constant shadow 

fading is assumed and known a priori. Within RB, from subcarriers CSIs 

average, RB’s CSI can be computed by considering subcarriers time-

frequency correlation in one RB. 

 
Figure1 Layout of the Multi-Cell Uplink Virtual MIMO System with A Central 

Controller 

 

The following, subcarriers are replaced by RB for minimizing 

procedure’s complexity. In multi-cell uplink virtual MIMO system, 

combining of multi-cell information, resource allocation and dynamic user 

grouping are done using centralized controller, where, same Nrbresource 

blocks (RBs) are shared by L coordinated cells. User groups are formed 

dynamically by clustering the users across coordinated cells, and every user 

group has maximum users. 

In one group, signals can be transmitted to all cells on same RB by 

multiple user equipment in multicell joint processing and a centralized 

controller combines the information received from various cells for 

enhancing system perfromacne further. There are adjacent time-frequency 

RBs for multi-cell VMIMO-SC-FDMA uplink system, which can be 

allocated to user groups. For multi-cell uplink SC-FDMA system, resources 
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and users joint grouping block diagram is specified in figure 2. 

 

 
Figure2 Block Diagram of Joint Grouping of Users and Resources for the 

Multicell Uplink SC-FDMA System 

 

3.2 Joint Resource Allocation in VMIMO-SC-FDMA Uplink System 
 

For MMSE-OSIC equalization, user group metric is derived first in this 

section. Then using clustering technique, joint resource allocation problem 

are formulated. At last, for RB patterns and user groups, user distance metric 

matrix is specified by this. In user distance metric matrix, the user groups and 

RB patterns indexes are used.  

A complex combinatorial optimization problem is formulated from 

MMSE-OSIC equalization based user grouping and resource allocation, 

whose objective is system throughput maximization. The optimization 

problem structure is exploited for minimizing computational complexity and 

problems are solved using clustering techniques. The RB patterns based 

clusters are formed first in this section, then clustering technique is used for 

formulating the problem. 
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3.3 User Distance Metric Matrix for User Groups and RB Patterns 
 

For clustering algorithm, between cluster centroids and user u, distance 

must be computed and saved. In this section, user groups index formulas 

along with RB patterns are derived and according to indexes, user distance 

metric matrix is produced. 

A detailed description about every cluster’s user adjustment operations 

are given in this section, which includes, operation of user removal and 

addition. Simultaneous consideration of MMSE-OSIC equalization is done 

during user adjustment stage. In general, after MMSE-OSIC equalization, 

users are ordered and in most cases, before removing operation, user addition 

operation is done. 

Then, last user having maximum distance is removed in user removing 

operation. With minimum distance, clusters are added with user inviter in 

user adding operation. According to specified MMSE-OSIC equalization, 

user removing and adding operations are described in this for computing 

ordered results and user distance.  

 

3.4 Priority Metric for V-MIMO 
 

An assumption is made that, every RB is assigned with two best user 

without generality loss. For a specified RB, assume k and l as two selected 

user indices, RBs set assigned to a user pair (k,l) is represented as S(k,l) RB. 

Further, for selected pair’s mth user (m = 1, 2), channel vectors are 

represented as hm, a MIMO channel matrix H(i) = [ h1 (i) h2 (i) ] is formed 

using this. The selected user pair (k, l)’s mth users capacity is computed 

using this. 

 

3.5 Modified Greedy Algorithm with Virtual MIMO (MGA-VMIMO) 
 

Network performance and complexity issues are enhanced using 

proposed Modified Greedy Algorithm with Virtual MIMO (MGA-VMIMO) 

in this work. It is a type of heuristic algorithm, for every user, priority sum 

metric is maximized using this via user’s two subsequent operations called 

pairing and extension and in every RB, it allows one or two users. 

For one RB, users pair are identified during the initial phase of MGA-

VMIMO heuristic algorithm. That is,  user who maximizes priority metric 

expressed in (1) are computed initially using this algorithm and another user 

is also determined, based on priority metric maximization given by it during 

the assignment to same RG. It is considered as user with largest priority 

metric. In a specified network, via optimum usage of forward and backward 

tracking, best resources are computed by greedy algorithm as shown in figure 

3. 

For multi-channel systems like SC-FDMA or OFDMA, ate every 

scheduling instance, multiple users are selected. In this condition, for user k,  
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allocated physical resources subset is represented as S(k). In the following 

manner, for multiple users, S(k) is selected to warrant proportional fairness  

in multi-channel systems 

 

 
 

Figure 3 Multi level Greed Algorithm 

. 

       ∏    
      

       
     

   (1) 

Where, user k’s total data rate is represented as     
   with all its 

physical resources specified using S(k) and over {S(k)}, total users set 

maximizing priority metric values sum is expressed as,  

   
{  }

∑  (  )     
     (2) 

For multi-user and single user SC-FDMA systems, specific priority 

metrics are presented by this, which are specialized for LTE system. In LTE, 

for single-user SC-FDMA, MSU(·) represents priority metric and is 

expressed as, 

   (   
 )         

      
  

       
   (3) 

In LTE system, for uplink, the scheduling is expressed as,  

      
 ∑    (   

   )            
  

   (4) 

Where, all possible user-pair set is represented as      
  and a set of 

RBs is represented as    
   

, which are allocated to user pair (k, l). A typical 

combinational optimization problem is represented using optimization  
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expressed. A RBs set and user pair are computed jointly by this and are 

allocated to respective user pair. 

For every selected user pair’s RB, for extension, a user pair having its 

adjacent RB which increases priority metric value is selected .For searching a 

one which increases priority metric sum to a highest value, for all balance 

RBs, this contiguous extension is continued.  For some RBs, user pairs are 

computed using proposed MGA-VMIMO user pairing algorithm. For all 

RBs, user pairs are computed first and worst user pairs are removed using 

decoupling process. 

The expression is derived for multi user computation as, 

 
  

  
          

              

      
    (5) 

Where, channel code’s code rate is represented as R, for every user i of 

pair {o1, o2},  effective ratio of Eb which is a received bit energy to N0 

which is a underlying continuous-time pass-band noise process’s single-sided 

power spectral density is represented as Eb/ N0, modulation alphabet size is 

represented as M, normalized minimum squared Euclidean distance is 

represented as d. 

MGA for VMIMO system 

Step 1: Sub-carriers count Nk which is assigned to every user initially is 

computed; 

Step 2: For ensuring rough proportionality, subcarriers are assigned to 

every user; 

Step 3: Using (2) , sum of priority metric is maximized. 

Step 4: Using (4), uplink scheduling is computed 

Step 5: Total power k p is assigned to user k for capacity maximization, 

with proportionality enforcement; 

Step 6: Using (5), power optimization and multi user resource allocation 

are computed. 

Step 7: Every subcarrier of user is assigned with power p, with total 

power constraint Pk 

Step 8: Effective power optimization and resource allocation results are 

obtained. 

 

4 Simulation Result 
 

For a 10MHz bandwidth, evaluated the performance of uplink, it has 48 

physical resource blocks (RBs) and 1,024 size FFT. 19 hexagonal cells are 

used for modelling 3GPP LTE network, every cell has 250 meters radius. 

Every cell is configured using three sectors as assumed and in simulation 

scenario, all users are uniformly distributed. There will be a fixed cell layout 

and eNB, and during the initial phase of every drop event, all user locations 

are randomly varied.  
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Performance metrics  

The metrics like, Sum rate, Time taken, max-min rate, spectral efficiency 

and BER are used in evaluation.  

Bit Error Rate (BER) 

Bit Error Rate (BER) is given by the errors count in bit per unit time.  

Mean Square Error (MSE)  

Difference between source signal and estimated signal measures Mean 

Square Error (MSE) and it is given by, 

    
 

  
∑ ∑   ̂                

   
 
      (6) 

Where, frequency bins count is given by K, time-frames count is given 

by L,  ̂       represents available and proposed output’s Short-Time Discrete 

Fourier Transform (STDFT) coefficient, at time-frame index l and 

frequency-bin index k,        represents, desired signal’s STDFT 

coefficients. Iteration’s stopping criteria is given as,  

MSE(t + 1) - MSE(t) = 10E - 6     (7) 

Where, at iteration t, MSE value is represented as MSE (t). 

Sum Rate Capacity 

With respect to HPU(𝑅𝐻) and LPU (𝑅𝐿)’s achievable sum rates, 

proposed massive MIMO’s sum rate capacity is given by, 

𝑅    𝑅  𝑅  ∑   
 
        ∑   

 
         (8) 

Where, within HPU, 𝑖𝑡ℎ  user’s achievable rate is represented as 𝑅  and 

within LPU, 𝑗𝑡ℎ  user’s achievable rate is represented as𝑅 . It is calculated 

based on its allocated transmit powers, which is bounded as 𝑅𝑖≥𝑅𝑗≥𝑅0;∀𝑖,𝑗, 
where, minimum user rate constraint assumed to guarantee he requirements 

of QoS is represented as 𝑅0. 

 
Figure 4 Spectrum Efficiency 

 

Available and proposed technique’s spectrum efficiency comparison is 

shown in figure 4. With different SNR levels, spectrum efficiency 

measurement is done. Higherspectrum efficiency is produced by proposed  
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MGA with VMIMO approach, while low spectrum efficiency is proposed by 

available SDMA and IKG_OSIC approaches at 0 dB SNR level.  

 

 
Figure 5 Max-Min Rate  

 

Available and proposed technique’s max min rate comparison is shown 

in figure 5. With different SNR levels, max min rate measurement is done. 

Higher max min rate is produced by proposed MGA with VMIMO approach, 

while low max min rate is produced in available SDMA and IKG_OSIC 

techniques ate -5dB SNR level. Better max min rate is produced in proposed 

scheme. 

 
Fig 6 Sum Rate 

 

When compared with other techniques, proposed scheme outperforms 

them in a significant manner as shown in figure 6. Higher sum-rate is 

achieved using proposed MGA with VMIMO approach, whereas lower sum 

rate is produced by available SDMA and 5 IKG_OSIC technique at 10 dBm 

power supply. 
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Figure 7 Bit Error Rate (BER) 

 

The JAS techniques BER comparison based on various SNR levels is 

shown in figure 7. Less BER value is produced by proposed MGA with 

VMIMO scheme, while high BER values are produced by available SDMA 

and IKG_OSIC techniques at 30 dB SNR level. When compared with other 

techniques less BER is produced by proposed MGA with VMIMO as 

efficient power clustering is done in proposed MGA with VMIMO 

technique. 

 
Figure 8 Time Taken 

 

Figure 8 shows the comparison of available and proposed techniques 

with respect to SNR levels with time taken. For SNR level, less time is 

needed by proposed MGA with VMIMO schemes, while more time is 

required in available IKG_OSIC and SDMA schemes. 

 

5 Conclusion 
 

In multi-cell VMIMO-SC-FDMA uplink systems, for RB assignment 

and dynamic user grouping, proposed MGA with VMIMO scheme in this 

work. System performance is enhanced using multi-cell joint 
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processing technologies. With proportional rate constraints, for rate-adaptive 

resource allocation problem, the proposed MGA can be used as an optimum 

solution.Available subcarriers are allocated proportionally to users via greedy 

subcarriers allocation scheme. After that, problem of resource allocation is 

treated as problem of multi-user resource allocation, where MGA algorithm 

is used for solving it and maximized system’s sum-rate capacity with 

satisfying approximate rate proportionality is achieved.With high sum-rate 

capacity, mathematical complexity is avoided using this solution. For high 

users count, less complexity is achieve by MGA algorithm as shown in 

simulations. 
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